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8/9In the heart of Wuhan, Jianghan District is one of the oldest urban districts, being the birthplace of ancient Hankou. A few days ago,
Changjiang Daily launched an activity of the "Top Ten Characteristic Cultural and Tourist Attractions of Wuhan," soliciting input from the city's
districts, and Jianghan District selected the "Wuhan Soup Festival," "Wuhan Mini-Marathon" and "Jinqiao Book Reading" activities as the district's
three characteristic cultural and tourist attractions.

In 1987, the Jinqiao
Book Reading, organized by
the district government,
kicked off the initiative. In
the past 32 years, the
campaign has evolved from
its first small reading club of
only 20 members into a
large public event with up to
50,000 to 80,000
participants each year. The
activity has branched out of
study rooms to settle down
in city squares, communities,
and even in residents' homes.

Based on the activity
mode, in 2015 Jianghan
District started to open book
bars in leisure spots like tea

houses and coffee bars to
encourage reading. These
places, government-funded
and privately run, provide
residents with space to meet
friends and exchange reading
ideas.

Over the past four years,
about 40 Jinqiao Book Bars
have opened, providing a
total of over 10 thousand
square meters for reading
and literary discussion. They
have also offered more than
23,000 free e-books and
magazines and hosted more
than 700 reading activities,
helping connect souls and
cultivate talent.

A taste of Jianghan
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Soup is a staple in the Wuhan
diet. The common dishes on the
Wuhan dinner table include the
Bagua (eight trigrams) soup,
earthenware chicken soup, and fish
ball soup, but spareribs and lotus
root soup is the most popular, and
has stolen the spotlight at every
Wuhan Soup Festival.

Wuhan has a long history of
planting lotus. In particular, the

spareribs and lotus root soup made
with Lianhua Lake lotus roots is a
local treat. A jar of the soup
reminds Wuhan residents of their
childhood. As the Wuhan-dialect
singer Feng Xiang sings in his
internet hit "Hanyang Gate," "no
matter how far away you are from
home, a bowl of spareribs and lotus
root soup brings comfort to your
heart."

Wuhan Mini-Marathon invites residents to
join community of participants at anytime. As
one slogan goes "Wuhan Marathon is held
once a year, but the mini-marathon is staged
every day."

Able to be done at your own pace, these
outings are suitable for everyone. Soon after it
was launched, the events have attracted many
jogging fans and opened up a new outlet for
urban sports growth. After the project was
established, 20 mini-marathon teams from
different sub-districts in Jianghan District were
quickly founded.

Up to now, 20 groups have registered
more than 5,000 participants. A total of more
than 5,000 activities such as walking (running),
fun sports competitions, and scientific fitness
training were carried out, attracting over
300,000 people.

These teams have gone far beyond
Jianghan. They have organized a "Happy
Running" activity in which runners wore mini-
marathon uniforms and held the Wuhan Mini-
Marathon flag to promote healthy living. The
running teams have been as far as Tibet in
China and as far as the South Pole globally.

Wuhan Mini-Marathon, initiated in Jianghan District, is a mass fitness
program in which participants are organized via online communication and
frequent offline activities to engage in 1 to 10 kilometers of hiking or running.

Jinqiao Book Reading
There is a bridge in Jianghan District which has

linked the spiritual homes of hundreds of thousands of
readers and formed connections among readers, authors
and editors during the past 32 years. This is the work
of "Shuxiang Jinqiao" (meaning "reading bridges").
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Participants at Jianghan Soup Festival

Wuhan Soup Festival

Wuhan Mini-
Marathon

Wuhan has long been known as a "land of fish and rice." In the
colorful long history of the city's indigenous food culture, the normally
inconspicuous soup is taking center stage.

The Wuhan Soup Festival, which started in 2015 and is held
annually in Jianghan District, has become a new attraction for the
locals and tourists. The long-established Wuhan soup culture is giving
off a fascinating radiance.

Reading bridges minds

After the soup cooking skills
were listed as a provincial intangible
cultural heritage, soup recipes have
been fervently guarded and passed
on. In 2015, the Jianghan District
Bureau of Culture and Tourism
sponsored the first soup festival;
138 folk soup cooks from 108
communities competed with soup
master Yu Shaolin. The festival has
been held annually since then.

In the following two years, the
festival quickly expanded. At the
second festival, pictures and stories
of soups were collected from
residents; the third festival was
incorporated into the Grand
Exhibition of Yangtze River
Intangible Cultural Heritage.

The soup festival has been one
of the favorite folk festivals for
Jianghan people.

Cure to homesickness

Promotion of intangible cultural heritage

Wuhan Municipal Implementation Plan
for the National Fitness Program has set
targets to promote physical fitness among
locals. On one avenue pursued to the end,
the Jianghan District Sport Bureau, has
spared no effort to promote the Wuhan
Mini-Marathon as a mass fitness brand.

The project has been listed as one of
the 10 achievements the Jianghan District
Government has done for the public for
two consecutive years. Olympic champion
Yang Wei has been invited as the image
ambassador for the initiative.

Mass fitness brand Marathon for all


